The Digital Fingerprinting Analysis Concerning Google Calendar under Ubiquitous Mobile Computing Era
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Abstract: Internet Communication Technologies (ICTs) are making progress day by day, driven by the relentless need to utilize them for everything from leisure to business. This inevitable trend has dramatically changed contemporary digital behavior in all aspects. Undoubtedly, digital fingerprints will be at some point unwarily left on crime scenes creating digital information security incidents. On the other hand, corporates in the private sector or governments are on the edge of being exploited in terms of confidential digital information leakages. Some digital fingerprinting is volatile by its nature. Alternatively, once the power of computing devices is no longer sustainable, these digital traces could disappear forever. Due to the pervasive usage of Google Calendar and Safari browser among network communities, digital fingerprinting could be disclosed if forensics is carried out in a sound manner, which could be admitted in a court of law as probative evidences concerning certain cybercrime incidents.
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1. Introduction

Evidently, the extensive usage of on-line *Google Calendar* and *Safari* assists global users in respect to working in groups or teams or for the purpose of achieving synchronization of pre-arranged itineraries. Millions of individuals benefit from the above on-line cooperative team working mechanisms in terms of arranging itineraries according to on-line calendars. This phenomenon has exponentially increased in recent years. Although *Google Calendar* has authorization processes for participants, information security and privacy concerns are still crucial factors to be considered. On the other hand, these digital records could be revealed in some way in order to provide probative evidences in a court of law for the purpose of judging a suspect to be innocent or culpable [1,2]. Under the current ubiquitous networking infrastructures, by means of Digital Forensics (DF) scientific approaches, the invisible, fragile, and intangible digital trails could be disclosed by way of appropriate systematic procedures.

Undoubtedly, the contemporary ICT has spawned various types of on-line information sharing Application Programs (APs). On-line cooperation across geographical limitation has allowed global individuals to arrange tentative schedules within the organizations in order to establish the connections with respect to certain common goals. This utilization poses new directions for the efficient and robust information sharing mechanisms among working communities to fulfill their business goals via heterogeneous mobile computing devices through ubiquitous networking systems [3–5]. Without loss of generality, the cybercrime syndicate may take advantage of these ICT APs to commit illegal conspiracies for the sinister and lucrative activities. The utilization of on-line *Google Calendar* is growing in an unprecedented pace and is becoming a preferable methodology for the working communities to synchronize the cooperative tasks in the digital era.

Obviously, the Random Access Memory (RAM) of any computing devices plays an essential role to store the temporary data and they are volatile in their natures. Substantively, by means of acquisition of the temporary data within the RAM, decisive digital traces could be revealed via systematic procedures. Once the power of the computing device is no longer sustainable, those digital trails will be gone forever [6–9].

The aim of this promising research is to collect, analyzed, synthesized, and present the related digital traces in *Google Calendar* with theory and practice. Nowadays, *Google Calendar* and *Safari* browser have become one the dominant tools for the distinct web communities to complete their daily tasks. Definitely, they also become one of the major the platforms for the cybercrime syndicate to commit illegal activities. In this research, we provide the generic methodologies as the references for the DF experts to ponder when similar situations occur.

The rest of the paper is organized as the followings. In Section 2, we present wide-ranging literature reviews, which have been discovered in the contemporary DF research field. In Section 3, we illustrate the design of the experiment in a step-by-step manner. In Section 4, we summarize and discuss the experiment results with respect to the digital traces that have been identified, collected, transported, preserved, analyzed, interpreted, cross-referenced, and presented in systematic procedures based on the proposed methodologies in this paper. At last, we provide the conclusions of this challenging research work in Section 5.
2. Literature Reviews

The rapid progress of ICT and the convergences of communications and computing have dramatically changed the way for contemporary global civilians. By the virtue of ubiquitous communication environments, voluminous tedious tasks could be fulfilled with only several touches on the mobile computing gadgets, which could be phenomenally impossible decades ago. Regrettably, the ICT savvy crime syndicates, which were not foreseeable before have become reality in our digital era [10–13]. The continuous application of digital technologies will pave the roads for providing innumerable and heinous cyber conspiracies in all aspects. In a nutshell, the digital platforms are providing an unparalleled avenue for the cyber criminals who are highly educated with sophisticated ICT training.

On-line cooperation and synchronization within the organizations in terms of collaborative tasks have become the current trend for team members to utilize without the limitations of the time zone issue, geographic concern, and heterogeneous types of computing devices. In parallel to the aforementioned significant growth, metamorphic data are interrelated due to the interactions among community users, especially in the modern social networking services arena [5,14–16]. Most web-based APs rely on suitable web browsers in order to fulfill the above goals. For example, Safari, Google Chrome, Internet Explorer, and Firefox are the popular ones.

Social networking activities stimulates the urge for the DF experts to focus because they contain quite a few unrevealed, hidden, decisive elements that are digitalized as the evidences to be admitted in a court of law. Some networking activities are executing via web browsers and there are varieties of ones in the current markets. Since the web browsers play an essential role for global users to surf the Internet, digital fingerprinting will be unwarily left associate with the browser being utilized. Consequently, the web browser forensics will be critical in terms of disclosing the digital traces via the extraction of significant, intangible, and critical information, which could be the probative evidences for criminal cases [17–20].

The prevalence of social networking activities generates uncountable and precious information such as service logs and service relationship [1,4,21]. This situation is hastily, phenomenally, and unknowingly occurring in an unparalleled pace in our digital societies. The appropriate procedures to create and manage invisible digital trails from the social networking web sites are imminent and indispensable for law enforcement agencies in the public sector. In private sector, some of aforementioned statements are close to the fraud of business related operations. However, through the systematic and appropriate approaches to deal with the digital fingerprinting discovery is another urgent task with respect to the mushrooming cybercrimes.

3. Design of the Experiment

Pre-Deployments of the Experiments

Phase 1: As Figure 1 indicates, the DF team deliberately marked two itineraries on 1 February 2013 as arrow #2 points in Figure 1 and 1 December 2013 as arrow #2 in Figure 2, respectively. The event being posted on the former itinerary between 6:00 a.m. and 7:00 a.m. was AAFF1357 as arrow #3 points in Figure 1. It indicates that the user name was ludy CHEN as arrow #1 points in Figure 1. In addition, the item being posted on the latter itinerary between 6:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. was BBEE2222 as arrow #3 points in Figure 2. In this design of the experiment, we intentionally pre-schedule the above two
events only for the purpose of demonstrating the essence of the research. The browser being applied in the following experiments was the Safari with version 5.1.7 (7534.57.2).

**Figure 1.** The screen shot of the event scheduled on 1 February 2013.

**Figure 2.** The screen shot of the event scheduled on 1 December 2013.

**Phase 2:** The DF team rebooted the computing device and manually eliminated all cache data within the Safari browser before each operation in order to consolidate that there is no historical digital trails being accidentally accumulated. The computing device of the experiment for each case in the following section was conducted on the notebook. At last, the DF team purged any e-mails left in the Gmail e-mail boxes to avoid the possible residuals of the associate digital trails, which could affect the outcome(s) of the experiment.

For the simplicity of representing the essence of the research, the DF team formalized the following expressions with respect to the major two factors of the experiments, which are the execution status of the Google Calendar and Safari. Hence, we intentionally present the following representations:
Let $\mathcal{E}$ be the integration function concerning the objects, $CRE, C, S,$ and $T$.

- The attributes of $CRE_i$ represent the corresponding $C_j, S_k,$ and $T_m^n$ objects were not newly created for $i = 0$ and the associate $C$ object was recently generated for $i = 1$.
- The attributes of $C_j$ represent Google Calendar is active during the digital evidence collection for $j = 1$ and Google Calendar is logout for $j = 0$, respectively.
- The attributes of $S_k$ represent Safari is active during the digital evidence collection for $k = 1$ and Safari is logout for $k = 0$, correspondingly.
- The attributes of $T_m^n$ represents the target string that has been visualized during the digital evidence collection for $m = 1$ and the target string has not been visualized for $m = 0$, respectively. When $m = −1$, it represents there is no visualization of the marked itinerary. Lastly, $n$ is string being targeting.

**Case 1:** Google Calendar and Safari are still activated with the visualization of the event marked on 1 February 2013 only

**Step 1:** The DF team initially logged on to Google Calendar using the account, ludy099122@gmail.com. We can be informed that the user name of the current user is ludy CHEN as the arrow #1 points in Figure 1. Furthermore, we firmly visualize the event marked on 1 February 2013 as arrow #2 points in Figure 1. As arrow #3 points in Figure 1, the posted event is AAFF1357 between 6:00 a.m. and 7:00 a.m.

**Step 2:** The DF team utilized the Helix® Ver. 2.0 (e-fense, Washington, DC, USA) to acquire the image file of the RAM of the computing device. The image file, case_1.dd, was obtained with file size 536,211,456 Bytes (523,644 KB).

**Step 3:** The DF team utilized the forensics sound toolkit, ProDiscover Basic® Version 4.8a (ARC Group, New York, NY, USA) to parse the image file of the RAM, case_1.dd, and applied the specific search keyword to search the image file of the RAM.

By the virtue of sophisticated accumulated experience, the DF team applied the search keyword, passwd=, with respect to the image file of the computing device in order to conduct the data carving procedure to disclose the related digital trails. The search results turn 10 hits in 10 files as Figure 3 indicated and the password for the current Gmail user was disclosed to be 09182012 as arrow #1 points. We can also additionally identify that the current Gmail user was ludy099122 as arrow #2 indicates.

In addition, we explored the possible outcome(s) with respect to the planned itinerary using the search keyword, AAFF1357, concerning to the image file of the RAM of the computing device. The search results turn negative. This demonstrates that even the pre-scheduled itinerary had been visualized via the browser, there is no digital trail regarding that event. Furthermore, we apply another search keyword, BBEE2222, the search result also turn negative, which demonstrates that even without the visualization of the pre-scheduled itinerary via the browser, there is still no digital trail concerning that event.

Consequently, we have the following representations for the outcome of this case:

$$\mathcal{E}(CRE_0, C_1, S_1, T_{\text{passwd}^-}^1) = 10$$
$$\mathcal{E}(CRE_0, C_1, S_1, T_{\text{AAFF1357}}^1) = 0$$
$$\mathcal{E}(CRE_0, C_1, S_1, T_{\text{BBEE2222}}^0) = 0$$
Figure 3. The results of data carving reveal the id and password for the previous Gmail session.

Case 2: Rebooting the notebook with both Google Calendar and Safari is still activated without the visualization via the browser of the event marked on 1 February 2013.

Step 1–Step 3: Experiments were conducted identically as those procedures in Case 1.

The DF team conducted the digital evidence collection under the premise that the users did not log out of Gmail and leaving Safari browser still running without the visualization of the previous event in contrast to the previous case.

The DF team applies search keyword, passwd=, the search results turn 12 hits in 12 files as Figure 4 shows. The Gmail user ID and password are also capable of being disclosed as in Case 1.

Figure 4. The results of data carving turn 12 hits in 12 files concerning the search keyword, passwd=.

If we applied AAFF1357, the search results turn negative.
If we applied BBEE2222, the search results also turn negative.
Hence, we have the following representation for the outcomes of this case.

\[
\mathcal{L}(CRE_0, C_1, S_1, T^{-1}_{passwd}) = 12 \\
\mathcal{L}(CRE_0, C_1, S_1, T^1_{AAFF1357}) = 0 \\
\mathcal{L}(CRE_0, C_1, S_1, T^0_{BBEE2222}) = 0
\]

**Case 3**: Rebooting the notebook with Google Calendar being logout and Safari shutdown after the visualization of the event marked on 1 February 2013

**Step 1–Step 3**: Experiments were conducted identically as those procedures in **Case 1**.

Applying the search keyword, \( passwd= \), the search results turn 4 hits in 4 files as Figure 5 illustrates. Furthermore, following the same procedure as the aforementioned one in the previous case, the user ID and passwords of the current Gmail session is not capable of being discovered.

![Figure 5.](image)

Figure 5. The results of data carving turn 4 hits in 4 files concerning the search keyword, \( passwd= \).

If we applied \( AAFF1357 \), the search results turn negative.

If we applied \( BBEE2222 \), the search result also turn negative. Accordingly, we have the following representation for this case.

\[
\mathcal{L}(CRE_0, C_0, S_0, T^{-1}_{passwd}=) = 4 \\
\mathcal{L}(CRE_0, C_0, S_0, T^1_{AAFF1357}) = 0 \\
\mathcal{L}(CRE_0, C_0, S_0, T^0_{BBEE2222}) = 0
\]

**Case 4**: Rebooting the notebook with both Google Calendar and Safari is still activated with the newly created event on 1 May 2013 with the event string \( KKYY8899 \) between 6:00 a.m. and 7:00 a.m.

**Step 1–Step 3**: Experiments were conducted identically as those procedures in **Case 1**.

We applied the \( KKYY8899 \) as the search keyword, the research result turn 24 hits in 24 files as Figure 6 demonstrates.
Figure 6. The results of data carving turn 24 hits in 24 files concerning the search keyword, *KKYY8899*. If we applied the search keyword, *passwd=*, the search result turn 10 hits in 10 files as Figure 7 demonstrates.

Figure 7. The results of data carving turn 10 hits in 10 files concerning the search keyword, *passwd=*.
If we applied \texttt{AAFF1357}, the search results turn negative.
If we applied \texttt{BBEE2222}, the search results also turn negative.
Therefore, we illustrate the experiments in the following concise formats.
\[
\begin{align*}
\ell(CRE_1, C_1, S_1, T^{-1}_{\text{passwd} =}) &= 10 \\
\ell(CRE_1, C_1, S_1, T^1_{\text{KKYY8899}}) &= 24 \\
\ell(CRE_1, C_1, S_1, T^0_{\text{AAFF1357}}) &= 0 \\
\ell(CRE_1, C_1, S_1, T^0_{\text{BBEE2222}}) &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

Case 5: Rebooting the notebook and then conduct acquiring the image file of the RAM with both
Google Calendar and Safari are active without the visualization of pre-arranged events on 1 February
2013 or 1 December 2013.

\textbf{Step 1–Step 3:} Experiments were conducted identically as those procedures in Case 1.
If we applied the search keyword, \texttt{passwd=}, the search results turn negative.
If we applied the search keyword, \texttt{AAFF1357}, the search results turn negative.
If we applied the search keyword, \texttt{BBEE2222}, the search result turns negative.
The above digital evidences suggest that the volatile digital evidences are vanished once the power
of the computing devices is no longer sustainable.
Consequently, we have the following symbolic representations for this case.
\[
\begin{align*}
\ell(CRE_0, C_1, S_1, T^{-1}_{\text{passwd} =}) &= 0 \\
\ell(CRE_0, C_1, S_1, T^1_{\text{KKYY8899}}) &= 0 \\
\ell(CRE_0, C_1, S_1, T^0_{\text{AAFF1357}}) &= 0 \\
\ell(CRE_0, C_1, S_1, T^0_{\text{BBEE2222}}) &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

4. Summaries among Cases

Figure 8 summarizes the above-mentioned five cases in a succinct manner with synthesis and analysis
of the aforementioned five cases via the tree structure. The Figure suggests the following statements:

Case 1: When the DF specialists collect the associate digital evidences, if both Google Calendar and
Safari are both activated with the visualization of the event marked on 1 February 2013, the pre-arranged
itinerary, the DF team is not capable of disclosing the digital traces on both pre-arranged events. But,
the passwords for the current Google session (10 hits in 10 files) will be able to be revealed.

Case 2: When the DF specialists collect the associate digital evidences, if both Google Calendar and
Safari are both activated without the visualization on 1 February 2013, the DF team is also able to
disclose the passwords (12 hits in 12 files) of the current Gmail session.

Case 3: If both Google Calendar and Safari are both shutdown even with the visualization of the
event marked on 1 February 2013, the pre-arranged itinerary, the DF team is not capable of disclosing
the digital traces on both pre-arranged events. In addition, the DF team is still able to reveal the
passwords (4 hits in 4 files) of the current Gmail session.

Case 4: If both Google Calendar and Safari are both activated with the newly created event on the
spot when the DF team collects the digital trails, the DF team is still not able to disclose the pre-arranged
events. Additionally, the DF team is capable of discovering the digital traces concerning the newly generated one with 24 hits in 24 files. Furthermore, the DF team is also able to disclose the passwords (24 hits in 24 files) of the current Gmail session.

**Case 5:** If the computing device has been rebooted, the volatile memory will be vanished forever. Alternatively, there will be no digital trails disclosed at this stage.

![Figure 8](image_url). The summaries of the aforementioned five cases via the tree structure.

### 5. Conclusions

As Google Calendar and Safari are extensively utilized by voluminous web participants, digital trails are unwarily and accidently left within the computing devices and they could be systematically and scientifically, disclosed, and analyzed via the associate digital forensics procedures as we exhibited in this research paper, which was demonstrated by the combination of different scenarios with Google Calendar and the Safari browser. Illustrated by this paper, we can conclude that as long as the DF specials obtain the image of the RAM of the computing device, there will be a high possibility to present sufficient evidences to testify the suspects in terms of some cybercrimes in a court of law. In addition, we can tell that the password of the current Gmail session could be disclosed as long as the computing device has not been shut down or rebooted. On the other hand, whether the suspect visualizes the specific event of Google Calendar or not, there is no way to disclose the pre-arranged itineraries. However, if the event was just created on the spot, it is feasible to disclose the digital traces to prove that the suspect actually committed this behavior on the spot as probative evidences.
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